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Abstract
Modern communications have moved away from point-to-point models to increasingly heterogeneous network
models. In this article, we propose a novel controller-based protocol to deploy adaptive causal network coding
in heterogeneous and highly-meshed communication networks. Specifically, we consider using Software-Defined-
Network (SDN) as the main controller. We first present an architecture for the highly-meshed heterogeneous
multi-source multi-destination networks that represents the practical communication networks encountered in the
fifth generation of wireless networks (5G) and beyond. Next, we present a promising solution to deploy network
coding over the new architecture. In fact, we investigate how to generalize adaptive and causal random linear
network coding (AC-RLNC), proposed for multipath multi-hop (MP-MH) communication channels, to a protocol for
the new multi-source multi-destination network architecture using controller. To this end, we present a modularized
implementation of AC-RLNC solution where the modules work together in a distributed fashion and perform the
AC-RLNC technology. We also present a new controller-based setting through which the network coding modules
can communicate and can attain their required information. Finally, we briefly discuss how the proposed architecture
and network coding solution provide a good opportunity for future technologies, e.g., distributed coded computation
and storage, mmWave communication environments, and innovative and efficient security features.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand for network connectivity and high data rates requires the efficient utilization of
all possible resources. In recent years, the connectivity moved forward from point-to-point schemes to
multi-source multi-destination (MS-MD) meshed network of interconnected nodes in which intermediate
nodes can cooperate and share the physical resources for efficient and reliable communications.
The current state-of-the-art research lacks a comprehensive understanding of the interplay among
coding and scheduling within a heterogeneous highly meshed MS-MD network context. To embrace the
groundbreaking 5G network at massive scale in their dense environments, we present efficient adaptive and
causal random linear network coding (AC-RLNC) techniques to provide robustness to service degradation
and provide effective and reliable network communications. Furthermore, we will exploit the information
that can be provided by the Software-Defined-Network (SDN), [1]. In the adaptive network coding, we
suggest learning, in real time, the current erasure pattern and the network link rates, using a joint control,
to consequently improve the decisions.
The proposed network-coding based solution offer benefits for ultra-reliable communication for highly-
interconnected MS-MD networks. As a promising example, the communication solution presented in this
article can be very beneficial for realizing the advanced requirements of Smart Cities. One of the main
priorities consists on the integration of heterogeneous communication infrastructures and processes to
enable the right environment where digital networks and services can prosper, see Fig. 1.
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2Fig. 1: Heterogeneity in meshed communications.
Upcoming communication networks, 5G and beyond, will be faced with stringent capacity and latency
requirements. With an impressive growth of new services and devices (consuming and producing huge
amounts of data), mobile networks must become ready to grant the expected quality of service to its users.
However, achieving the 5G key performance indicators especially in highly dense networks of devices,
such as urban areas of the major cities, will require complementary solutions. For example, to cope with
the lack of connectivity, or simply to increase the backhaul link capacity traditionally supported by fiber
links, high frequency and high capacity millimeter-wave (mmWave) communications have proven to be an
excellent candidate [2]. In such situations, a multitude of end-to-end paths are provided, bringing multipath
diversity to the network that could be explored by network coding techniques.
The AC-RLNC solution presented in this article is extremely helpful in realizing the throughput and
delay requirements of the envisioned services in Smart Cities as considered recently in [3] for wireless
backhaul solutions in 5G networks. The availability of multiple paths, using AC-RLNC to reach the desired
throughput-delay tread-off, enhances the resilience of real-time applications like video streaming, vehicle
to everything (V2X) communications, etc.
In this paper we propose an architecture that fosters the exchange of control information between
network coding communication solution, SDN, network function virtualization (NFV) management, and
orchestration components for general meshed heterogeneous communications and, as an propitious example,
for services in Smart Cities powered by 5G wireless backhaul technologies.
The structure of this work is as follows. In Section II, we provide an overview of classical communication
solutions over MS-MD networks. In Section III, we present the necessary background on AC-RLNC for
single-path (SP), multipath (MP), and multipath and multi-hop (MP-MH) networks. In Section IV, we
introduce the network architecture we propose for the heterogeneous MS-MD communications. In Sections
V and VI, we present our scheme for communication over meshed MS-MD networks. In particular, Section
V introduces the proposed scalable, secure, and efficient SDN Controller (SSE-SDNC), while Section VI
introduces the generalized AC-RLNC in conjunction with the SSE-SDNC controller. In Section VII, we
show a few important examples of enabling technologies and features. Table I lists the symbols that we
use throughout this paper, along with their definitions.
II. OVERVIEW OF MULTIPLE SOURCE MULTIPLE DESTINATION NETWORKS
A. RLNC and MPTCP Communication
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP) were first proposed in the ’1970s [4],
[5]. The Classical TCP in the transport layer was first considered for a single point-to-point connection [6],
[7], and the protocol was not capable of efficiently supporting the multipath communications as it relates
applications to source and destination IP addresses and ports. Moreover, even for a single communication
with a lossy link or with varying Round Trip Time (RTT) delay, TCP is known to be sub-optimal with
major limitation on loss recovery time [8], [9].
3Param Definition
P , H number of paths and number of hops
p,h erasure probability of the p’th path and h’th hop
rp,h 1− p,h, rate of the p’th path and h’th hop
t time slot index
M number of information packets
pi information packet, i ∈ [1,M ]
µi ∈ Fz random coefficients
c(t, p) RLNC to transmit at time slot t on p’th path
k number of packets in window, RTT − 1
EW end window of k new packets
wmin, wmax limits of the effective window
w length of the effective window
rGp rate of p’th global path
o¯ maximum window size
mGp number of FECs for the p’th global path
adg number of added DoFs
mdg number of missing DoFs
th re-transmission margin
∆ P · (d− 1− th), re-transmission parameter
Nnew number of NEW-RLNC packets
Nret number of REP-RLNC packets
TABLE I: Symbol definitions
Multipath TCP (MPTCP) has been considered in the last decade, allowing multipath communication
over naive selection of IP connections1 between a source and a destination, for a single application using
multiple TCP subflows simultaneously [10]. This multipath solution has been designed to be similar to
regular TCP to cope with middleboxes. Fig. 2, top panel, illustrates the MPTCP solution, by simultaneously
using multiple independent TCP subflows, over the naive multipath connections between the source and
the destination. Although MPTCP provides better utilization of the available resources in a multipath
communication, delay and loss variances result in packet reordering following on specific lost packets,
increased out-of-order buffer, reduced overall throughput, which causing MPTCP solution at times performs
worse than traditional TCP [11], [12].
Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC), was first introduced in the ’2000s, achieving the min-cut max-
flow of the multipath and multi-hop (MP-MH) networks by mixing long blocks of data with random linear
coefficient over a large enough field [13]. The RLNC-coded packets transmitted across the multipath network
are random linear combinations of the raw packets of information in a block [14]. The receiver, when
obtains sufficient linear combinations, can decode all the information by performing a Gaussian elimination
on a linear system [13], [15], [16]. Consider a sequence of M information packets {p1, p2, . . . pM} that
need to be transmitted from a source to a destination through a network of interconnected nodes. Instead of
sending the original packets, random linear combinations of these packets are transmitted, i.e.,
∑M
i=1 µipi
where the coefficients {µ1, µ2, . . . , µM} are randomly drawn at time step t.
Unlike MPTCP, to achieve the capacity of the MP-MH network, the raw data transmitted by the
1We refer to all the direct available connections between the source and the destination without considering the link rates and the
bottleneck effects in the multi-hop communications as naive selection of global paths.
4Fig. 2: For a MP-MH communication network: Top panel depicts traditional MPTCP communication
solution; Middle panel depicts RLNC communication solution; Bottom panel depicts AC-RLNC
communication solution.
source (in a block) is also mixed and re-encoded at the intermediate nodes2 [13]. In a lossy multipath
communication network with varying delay, the RLNC results in a robust solution in which the decoder,
which decodes a block of linear combinations of the raw information, is not highly affected by the missing
of specific packets. Fig. 2, middle panel, illustrates the RLNC solution mixing all the raw data at the source
and re-mixing all the received data at the intermediate nodes using new random coefficients. Although
RLNC in the MP-MH network may achieve the maximum throughput in the large blocklength regime,
emerging advanced applications demand low in-order delivery delays while the high data rates require all
the available resources of the network. Traditional information-theoretic solutions, including RLNC that
requires large blocklength [17], are not able to reach this desired trade-off.
Recently, in single path communication using TCP and multipath communication using MPTCP, a priori
forward error correction (FEC) according to the feedback acknowledgments was considered to reduce
the in-order delay [18]–[21]. Coding techniques, e.g., MDS codes [22], [23] and systematic block codes
[24], were considered as well. In particular, to compensate the average erasures in the lossy channels,
RLNC is employed by periodically sending a priori FEC re-transmissions, i.e., the RLNC-coded packets
generated from raw information in a sliding window block that has been used before for generating coded
packets [25]–[27]. Coded TCP in single path proposes to send a different amount of repair symbols
depending on the current loss rate. Although those solutions proposed recently in the literature are reactive
to the feedback acknowledgments, namely causal, none of those solutions are tracking the varying channel
condition and rate (not adaptive). This results in high delay or lower throughput that may be far from the
desire reliability-delay trade-off.
B. SDN and Multiple Paths Communication
Multipath communication in conjunction with SDN has been used to enhance the performance and
reliability in data centers and communication networks. When a node needs to communicate with
2In the re-encoding process proposed in the traditional RLNC, the intermediate nodes (so-called ReEnc) draw random coefficients for
the packets coming from all the input links and prepare a new linear combination to transmit over all the output links. Note that decoding is
not needed in the intermediate nodes.
5another using MPTCP, through a multipath network, SDN can provide the information of the underlying
infrastructure between the two nodes. The provided information (e.g. intermediate nodes) can be employed
to determine the number of TCP connections that need to be created in order to leverage the availability of
multipath network resources. Indeed, the combination of SDN and MPTCP leads to an efficient network
resource utilization and congestion reduction, since the usage of idle and overloaded links are decreased.
In addition, it also overcomes the challenges associated with traditional multipath routing approaches
resulting from the Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) algorithm, which randomly selects a path for the load
balancing [28].
Other protocols, such as Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) and Quick UDP Internet
Connections (QUIC) given in [29], [30] can also leverage the benefits of employing SDN, which allows
them to establish a mapping between the routing information and the application streams. In fact, SDN
controller can manage the configuration of devices (e.g. using OpenFlow, P4) to assign the transmission
of packets from each stream over different paths [1].
SDN is also combined with segment routing approaches to decrease the delay in the transmission of
packets and also to decrease the traffic volume in the distinct sub-networks [31]. Segment routing is a
traffic engineering mechanisms that allows to use segment as an ordered list of instructions for packet
routing.
III. OVERVIEW OF ADAPTIVE AND CASUAL RANDOM LINEAR NETWORK CODING (AC-RLNC)
To achieve the desired delay-throughput trade-off demanded by the emerging advanced applications
and technologies, i.e., low in-order delay and high data rate, recently proposed an Adaptive and Causal
RLNC (AC-RLNC) solution for a communication with one source user and one destination over single
path (SP) communication [32] and over MP-MH network [33]. In this section, we briefly review the
AC-RLNC communication solution. AC-RLNC solution is adaptive to the link condition, and it is causal
since the data transmissions from the source user depend on the particular erasure realizations, as reflected
in the feedback acknowledgments from the destination. That is, AC-RLNC can track the erasure pattern
of the links in the network and adaptively adjust re-transmission rates, using RLNC for a priori and
posteriori FEC, based on the quality of the connections in the network, and is shown to narrows down the
trade-off between high-throughput and low-delay. This section is important since the it is the base of the
communication solution that will be presented for the MS-MD interconnected networks.
This solution was first introduced in [32], and it is both casual, as it is reactive to the feedback
acknowledgements (received after one round trip time, i.e., RTT, delay), and adaptive, as the rate of
re-transmissions is adapted based on the varying channel conditions, and thus this scheme is called adaptive
and casual RLNC. The error correction mechanism is a combination of both forward error correction
(FEC) and feedback FEC (FB-FEC). The FEC mechanism sends re-transmissions to compensate for
erasures that are predicted in advance to reduce the delay, while FB-BEC sends re-transmissions based
on the received feedback to improve the throughput. According to the actual link rates in the network,
first, the source sends, a priori, an adaptive amount of FEC re-transmissions periodically. Then, at each
transmission, according to posteriori re-transmission criterion, the source adaptively and causally decides
over which paths to send FB-FEC re-transmissions and over which paths to send RLNC coded packets
that contain new data information. The proposed re-transmission criterion is tracking the actual network
packet receiving rate and the missing Degree of Freedom (DoF) rate required at the destination to decode
the linear combination packets received as reflected from the feedback information.
We assume the forward channel from source to destination is erroneous, and the feedback channel
is error-free. We aim at sending the coded packets such that the information packets can be decoded
in-order and error-free at the destination while targeting a desired throughput and delay trade-off. In this
section, we briefly review the AC-RLNC solution that was proposed for three different channel models in
[32], [33]: single P2P (SP), multipath (MP), and multipath multi-hop (MP-MH) communication channels.
The error-free feedback and the fixed RTT assumptions are considered for simplicity, the model can be
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Fig. 3: System model and AC-RLNC encoding process for an SP communication channel.
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1,1
c(t, 1)
...
2,1
c(t, 2)
P,1c(t, P )
RTTc(t, k) =
∑wmin+w
i=wmin
µipi
ACK/NACK
Fig. 4: System model and AC-RLNC encoding process for an MP communication channel.
extended for the case where there are errors in the feedback channel and RTT fluctuations e.g., by using
the techniques provided in [34].
1) Single Point-to-Point Communication Channel (SP): Let consider a stream of information packets,
i.e., {p1, p2 . . . }. At each time step t, RLNC is performed over a contiguous window, called sliding
window, in the set of information packets, i.e, c(t) =
∑wmin+w
i=wmin
µipi. The information packets involve in
the linear coded packets are selected in sliding window mechanism to reduce delay and not in a large
block of information as in traditional coding schemes, [13]. Moreover, at the AC-RLNC solution defined
a maximum window size for the sliding window, denoted by o, to limit the maximum new packets of
information that may involve in the linear coded combinations, i.e., w ≤ o. This limit mechanism is
used to bound the maximum delay. If the value of wmax = wmin + w at time slots t and (t− 1) does not
change, the packet c(t) is called a re-transmission and denoted by REP-RLNC packet, otherwise, it is
called a new-transmission and denoted by NEW-RLNC packet. In other words, wmax is incremented by
each new-transmission, and wmin is incremented once the sender ensures that the decoder was able to
decode each pi, i.e., i ≤ wmin (so-called in-order delivery).
Fig. 3 shows the system model and encoding idea of AC-RLNC in an SP network. The forward channel
is considered a BEC(), where  may change over the time, and the backward channel transmits error-free
ACKs/NACKs that are received at the sender at time slot t for the packet that was transmitted at time
t−RTT. The sender tracks the the channel state and decides whether to send a new-transmission or a
re-transmission at each time step.
2) Multipath Communication Channel (MP): For the MP network, a new adaptive discrete water-filling
algorithm is proposed at the source nodes for the allocation of the new coded packets of information and
the re-transmissions over the available global paths [33]. This adaptive discrete water-filling algorithm
balances between two objectives, maximizing throughput and minimizing the in-order delay, deciding
the allocation of new and re-transmission packets to obtain the desired throughput-delay trade-off Fig. 2,
bottom panel, illustrates the adaptive allocation scheme at the source nodes, when blue and green packets
denote new and re-transmission packets of linear combination in the sliding window, respectively.
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1,1
...
2,1
P,1
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...
· · ·
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· · ·
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Fig. 5: System model for an MP-MH communication channel.
Fig. 4 shows the system model and encoding idea of AC-RLNC in an MP network. The forward channel
is considered as composition of P parallel independent BEC channels with parameters {1,1, . . . , P,1}
(varying over time), and the backward channel transmits error-free ACKs/NACKs that are received at the
sender at time slot t for the packets that were transmitted at time t−RTT. The sender tracks the channel
state and determines a subset of paths for re-transmissions, and the rest of paths for new-transmissions.
The process of assigning a new-transmission or a re-transmission to each path is done via a modified
water-filling algorithm that takes into accounts both the throughput and in-order delivery delay targets in
optimization.
3) Multipath Multi-Hop Communication Channel (MP-MH): The MP-MH channel is more general than
MP channel and is depicted in Fig. 5. Each forward link can be considered as an independent BEC with
parameter p,h (varying over the time), where p ∈ {1, . . . , P} and h ∈ {1, . . . , H}. The parameters P and
(H + 1) are the number of paths between two consecutive hops and the number of hops (including the
sender and the receiver), respectively. In Fig 5, it is assumed there are exactly P forward links between
any two consecutive hops. In this document, we extend the model to the case where the number of forward
links between two consecutive hops are not fixed. There is an error-free local feedback link between
two consecutive hops, and an error-free global feedback link from the receiver to the sender. Each hop
can estimate the erasure probabilities of its incoming and outgoing links based on the received forward
messages and local feedback messages, respectively. In the AC-RLNC solution presented in [33], P global
paths are determined from the sender to the receiver, and then the the AC-RLNC solution presented in
Section III-2 is deployed over these P global paths to efficiently transmit NEW-RLNC packets over a
subset of global paths and send REP-RLNC packets over the rest.
In the MP-MH networks, the rates in the naive connections between the source and the destination are
limited by the link with the lowest rate. This causes a bottleneck if the rate of the constituent links of a path
have dramatic variations. Hence, for the MP-MH networks in [33], is proposed a decentralized balancing
algorithm that avoids the throughput degradation that may be caused by the bottleneck effects. This is
obtained by reorganizing the selection of the naive global paths between the source and the destination to
a new decentralized global path selection optimization at the intermediate nodes (so-called ReEnc nodes),
considering the rates of the incoming and outgoing links at each ReEnc node, to reduce the bottleneck
effects.
The process of randomly mixing the incoming RLNC packets to prepare another set of RLNC packets
is called traditional mixing. By nature, all re-encoded packets generated in an intermediate node through
traditional mixing are NEW-RLNC packets even if there was only one NEW-RLNC packet exist among
the incoming packets to the node. Traditional mixing results in an increased in-order delivery delay. To
increase the efficiency, in terms of maximizing throughput and minimizing in-order delivery delay, the
ReEnc nodes perform a selective mixing in which the new-transmissions at each time step are re-encoded
together and the received re-transmissions are also re-encoded together. In the bottom panel of Fig. 2), the
links transmitting new-transmissions and re-transmissions using the selective mixing are marked in blue
8Fig. 6: A simple network architecture that is composed of three virtual networks, and has two sources and
two destinations.
and green, respectively. This balancing algorithm together with the selective mixing solution closes the
mean and max in-order delay gap and boosts the throughput. Thus, AC-RLNC for MP-MH network with
one source and one destination can reach the desired delay-throughput trade-off.
For the non-asymptotic regime, AC-RLNC solution for MP-MH networks as proved in [33] may achieve
more than 90% of the network capacity with zero error probability under mean and maximum in-order
delay constraints. Fig. 2 demonstrates a comparison between TCP, traditional RLNC, and AC-RLNC
communication communication solutions over MP-MH networs. We remark that in this paper, we also
investigate the case of an MP-MH communication channel where a subset the intermediate nodes are not
capable of performing AC-RLNC solution such as performing the re-encoding and balancing. This is an
important feature since it makes the possibility of having a highly-heterogeneous network where a subset
of nodes are not yet capable of adapting to the new technology, and consequently, provides a smooth
transition phase. Incorporating the traditional nodes necessitate some modifications and considerations in
the AC-RLNC solution that will be discussed in detail in Section IV.
The AC-RLNC solution proposed in [32] and [33] can reach the desired throughput-delay trade-off for an
MP-MH network with one source and one destination, and showed to be very efficient in practice. However,
modern communications have moved away from point-to-point models to increasingly heterogeneous
highly-meshed networks with multiple sources and destinations that share the interconnected communication
medium. Hence, to address the demands in the modern communications, in Sections VI-B and VI-C, we
propose a novel controller-based protocol to demonstrate how it possible to deploy AC-RLNC solution in
heterogeneous highly-meshed communication networks.
IV. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE FOR A HETEROGENEOUS MS-MD COMMUNICATION
In this section, we present our new architecture for an MS-MD network of interconnected nodes. Each
source intends to send messages to a subset of destinations through the shared network. We divide the
network into several Virtual Networks (VNs), where node arrangements are managed by the SSE-SDNC.
Each VN has one communication channel to transfer the received packets, and the communication channel
can be MP-MH (in the general case). We describe the main parts of the proposed network architecture
through the example depicted in Fig. 6 , with two sources, two destinations, and three VNs. In this example,
Source 1 can transmit information to both destinations, however, Source 2 can only transmit information
to Destination 2. Each source is associated with one User, one Enc node, and one Net node, and each
9Fig. 7: The general architecture of a virtual network. When H = 1, the network topology we be reduced
to an MP network. When H = 1 and P = 1, the network topology we be reduced to an SP network.
destination is associated with one Dec node and one Dest node. Each source is aware of the available
paths and routing information for the current application to its desired destinations through the interaction
with messaging systems, where the SSE-SDNC provides the updated values of the information regarding
paths and links characteristics.
User generates the application/service information, and it can be located at the same place as the
source nodes that generate the RLNC coded data, see Source User 1, or it can be physically apart, see
Source User 2. In latter, User may deploy traditional communication methods to transmit the information
to the first place on paths to its desired destination that supports the AC-RLNC solution, i.e., Enc and Net
nodes. An Enc node prepares the RLNC-coded packets based on the received feedbacks and the tracked
channel status. A Net node selects the global paths over which the new-transmissions are performed, called
global paths of type-1, and subsequently, global paths over which the re-transmissions are transmitted,
called global paths of type-2. Dec node is the closest to the destination that can perform decoding. The
Dec node performs decoding, provides necessary feedback, and transmits the decoded packets to the
destination. Finally, we use traditional communication protocol from Dec node to the destination. Dest
node represent the physical location of the final destination.
We next introduce the main parts of a VN and their tasks. Fig. 7 depicts the system model for a VN in
the general case of MP-MH topology. In a VN, Net node is responsible to select global-paths of type 1
and type 2. Then, other nodes are either a ReEnc node or a Relay node. A ReEnc node performs selective
mixing (if supported) over the received RLNC packets and transmits the re-encoded RLNC packets on
appropriate global-paths, or it performs traditional mixing (if supported) and transmits the re-encoded
RLNC packets on global paths (all with same type). The Relay Nodes forward the received packets on
their global paths whether they are re-transmissions or not using routing table.
V. SCALABLE, SECURE AND EFFICIENT SDN CONTROLLER FOR MESHED MS-MD COMMUNICATION
SDNs characterize network architecture by separating control plane from data plane and providing
support for heterogeneous network interplay with rapid evolution and dynamism using programmable
planes. Keeping up with rapid evolution and dynamism of network traffic SDN is a crucial element of
5G networks and beyond, along with other technologies like Network Function Virtualization (NFV). A
SDN controller provides flexible management and control of network devices, thus it has the necessary
information for the AC-RLNC solution over heterogeneous meshed networks with multiple sources and
destinations. The Scalable, Secure and Efficient SDN Controller (SSE-SDNC) for mesh communications
relies on multiple SDN controllers to attain an improved fault tolerance. The constituent controllers are
organized in a cluster, so that the master node can be easily replaced by other slave nodes, as depicted in
Fig. 8. The cluster of SDN controllers can be managed using available solutions like the Atomix ONOS
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Fig. 8: Scalable, Secure and Efficient SDN controller for mesh communications (SSE-SDNC) and messaging
system.
cluster [35]. Within such approach the information regarding the network topology is distributed and
accessible by the diverse controllers.
The SSE-SDNC, using multiple SDN controllers, manages the topology information of the virtual
networks through the southbound interface (SBI), for instance, by supporting OpenFlow, P4, or NETCONF
protocols. Such protocols allow to control the forwarding plane (e.g. flow rules in devices) and to manage
devices (e.g. software configuration and updates). The SSE-SDNC also includes management application
components that communicate with the SDN controller through the northbound API (NBI), supporting
REST or gRPC technologies. The management application is responsible to retrieve the information from
SDN controllers, regarding the network topology (e.g. RTT) and provide it to other components like
the AC-RLNC modules. The information exchange between the SSE-SDNC and other components is
performed through the messaging system, using YANG data models. The following subsections detail
some of the solutions for each interface.
A. SDN controllers for mesh networks in 5G
The architecture of a SDN controller includes an application layer, responsible to interact with
management applications (see section V-B), infrastructure layers, which is responsible to control and
manage devices (see section V-C). A central layer includes the SDN controller with the management
functionalities, and some controllers also include a Eastwestbound interface to allow the communication
with other components or SDN controllers.
There are a plethora of SDN controllers available and the majority is released as open-source projects,
as surveyed in [36], [37]. Some of these SDN controllers, worth mentioning include Ryu, OpenDayLight,
ONOS and Floodlight. The main difference between them relies on the architecture (if running centralized,
distributed or in a hierarchical fashion), the underlying programming language, the supported protocols in
the distinct interfaces, the support for scalability, reliability and consistency. Given the requirements of
the SSE-SDNC, Ryu and Floodlight are not suitable solutions due the centralized architecture model (i.e.
introducing a single point of failure - SPOF), and do not scale to support large SDN deployments (e.g.
networks in a smart city scenario) and have limited reliability support [38]. On the hand, OpenDaylight
and ONOS are able to support distributed deployments and large SDN deployments, and have reliability
support as required in the smart city scenario. In addition, the performance of these controllers does not
diverge too much [39], [40]. For instance, OpenDayLight is able to provide a better performance regarding
time to process flows, while ONOS is able to support higher flow response rate (flows/ms).
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In a security perspective, either ONOS and OpenDayLight controllers have Denial of Service (DoS)
and authentication vulnerabilities [41], with OpenDayLight presenting a higher number of vulnerabilities.
B. North Bound Interface - NBI
The North Bound Interface (NBI) of SDN controllers allow the bidirectional communication between
controllers and management applications. Either for retrieving information regarding the status of network
topology, as well as to configure the behaviour of the SDN controller when managing the flows tables in
the networking devices (e.g. switches, routers).
The NBI commonly relies on REST interface, with the unidirectionality drawback. ONOS includes
support for gRPC for bidirectional communications, which can be an advantage for SDN management
applications, as those planned in the SSE-SDNC. Through the NBI, the SDN Management Application
can configure the behaviour of the SDN controller, for instance by using available APIs, such as the
intent or flow objective API, which allow to install flow rules in the devices by only requiring application
to express their objective or intent (e.g. that a source node is able to communicate with a destination
node). By expressing such intents, the SDN controller is able to install/manage the necessary flow rules in
network devices.
C. South Bound Interface - SBI
The South Bound Interface (SBI) of SDN controllers is employed to manage, control networking devices
such as switches, routers employing standard protocols like OpenFlow, P4 or NETCONF. The difference
between OpenFlow and P4 is related with the fact that P4 is a programming language for the data plane
in networking devices and Network Interface Cards (NICs) on end-nodes, as opposed to OpenFlow which
allows the management of the forwarding and control data plane [42].
P4 introduces flexibility in the configuration of the devices, since the behaviour of common functionalities
can be programmed with P4 language. For instance the forwarding behaviour in switches can be implemented
in a P4 program, without requiring the explicit management of flow tables through the control plane like in
OpenFlow. In this regards, several projects like the H2020 5Growth are employing P4 to program the 5G
infrastructure to support end-to-end services [43]. Another advantage of employing P4 is related with the
network telemetry, since the collection of information regarding networking devices can be included in the
normal data packets, avoiding the necessity of using control messages to gather information [44]. Despite
the increased flexibility, networking devices and NICs neet to run P4Runtime, which is responsible to run
the P4 programs and to communicate with the SDN controllers [45].
The control and management of networking devices is also promoted with specific layers, implementing
switch operating system, like stratum [46] which facilitates the management of devices in a scalable
fashion.
D. Messaging System and Other Systems
The SSE-SDNC interacts with other systems and with the AC-RLNC modules through a messaging
system, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The messaging can rely on publish subscribe (e.g. MQTT) or data stream
models (e.g. kafka), which support communication between different systems in a distributed and reliable
fashion.
In this regard the SDN management applications interacting the distributed SDN controllers can provide
information regarding the network, events (e.g. new device available) through the messaging system, as a
Kafka stream [47]. The advantage of relying in such kind of messaging is that available implementations
of MQTT or Kafka provide fault tolerance by supporting multiple brokers to handle the diverse exchanged
messages.
The information models exchanged through the messaging system will also comply with current
standardization efforts [48]. The terminology and the diverse models specified in the ONF Common
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Information Model (ONF-CIM), in the ONF Core Network Model (ONF-CNM), among others will be
employed to further enhance the interoperability between SDN solutions and other systems. Such information
models also include support for YANG, JSON data representation. The transport API (TAPI) [49] is also
relevant to consider between the diverse systems.
VI. AC-RLNC IN CONJUNCTION WITH CONTROLLER FOR MESHED MS-MD COMMUNICATION
In this section, we present an AC-RLNC solution for the heterogeneous MS-MD network architecture. The
solution was previously introduced in [32], [33], and in this article, we propose a practical implementation
for an MD-SC network, where here some necessary modularization, modification, and interplay with main
controller are incorporated, and thus, resulting in a decentralized implementation. This is a necessary step
toward practical utilization of network coding in meshed heterogeneous networks as each module requires
specific information and needs to be implemented in a specific part of the meshed network. We remind
that the presented AC-RLNC solution is an example of how a distributed communication/computation
solution can be deployed over a highly-meshed MS-MD network, by presenting effective architecture and
protocols. One can use a similar approach to deploy other solutions, e.g., TCP communication, over the
presented MS-MD network architecture.
A. Main Modules of AC-RLNC Solution for MS-MD networks
In this subsection, we describe the main modules of an AC-RLNC solution for the heterogeneous MS-MD
network architecture, how they work together, and in which node in the proposed network architecture they
need to be implemented. Then, we discuss the information each module requires to perform its tasks, and
how this information is provided through interacting with the SSE-SDNC controller, communicating with
other modules, and/or feedback. The main modules of the proposed AC-RLNC solution for heterogeneous
MS-MD networks are the following:
• Agent (AGN): This module is present at all network nodes that require interaction with the controller,
and is responsible to retrieve necessary information from SSE-SDNC, e.g., Fairness Table, RTT, Link
Rates, through the messaging system, and/or to determine the information locally in the node like the
Routing Table.
• Balancing (BAL): This modules matches the incoming links and outgoing links such that the
bottleneck effect is minimized over each global path. The balancing module is implemented at ReEnc
nodes.
• Global Path Identification (GP): The role of this module is identifying global paths between two
parts of the network, and it is implemented at Net nodes in the proposed network architecture. In a
Source Net node, the module identifies the available global paths for the current application/service
from Source to Destination. In a VN Net node, it identifies the available global paths for the given
application/service from the first to the last node in the VN.
• Budgeting (BUG): This module splits the rate budget (decides which global-paths are type 1 and
which are type 2) for an application/service into re-transmissions and new-transmissions, and it is
implemented at Net nodes.
• Encoding (ENC): This module performs RLNC encoding on the information packets of an applica-
tion/service and prepares RLNC packets, and it is implemented at Source Enc nodes. We remind that
each RLNC packet is either a re-transmission or a new-transmission.
• Packet Allocation (PA): The role of this module is allocating each global path of type 1 a new-
transmission packet and each global path of type 2 a re-transmissin packet. This module is implemented
at Source Net nodes and ReEnc nodes.
• Re-encoding (REC): This module linearly mixes the received RLNC packets and produces new
RLNC packets, using selective mixing or traditional mixing. It is implemented at ReEnc nodes.
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• Decoding (DEC): This module decodes the RLNC packets associated with the service/application
that is desired by the destination and transmits necessary acknowledgment feedback messages. The
decoding module is implemented at Dec node.
We describe the interaction between AC-RLNC modules and with the main controller in Section VI-B
and VI-C, see also Fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows the OSI stack layers and nodes in which the modules are
implemented. More details about the modules’ implementations are given in Section VI-D. We note that
if all or a subset of AC-RLNC modules cannot be run in parts of the network nodes, the controller can
perform the task of the missing modules and make necessary changes according to the results.
B. Providing Necessary Information for Modules through SSE-SDNC
The SSE-SDNC is responsible for providing parts of necessary information for each module. Besides,
the AGN module interacts with the SSE-SDNC to fetch the necessary information, and update necessary
information. All information offered by the SSE-SDNC is not needed by every module in the presented
solution, thus a set of distributed controllers, to have a low-delay module-controller communication, is
also a promising idea - using the AGN modules, which communicates with the SSE-SDNC to synchronize
updates in the network topology. The information that the AC-RLNC solution demands from the controller
along with a brief explanation are listed below:
1) Routing Table (RT): Each RT is associated with a Net node, and it contains routing information
(constituent links) between two IP addresses. In our solution, we need an RT per Net node. For example, an
RT table that is requested by a Source Net node of an application/service contains all routing information
from the source to the destination, however, an RT table that is requested by a VN Net node has all
routing information from the first node to the last node in that VN. The AGN module is responsible for
the RT information through interacting with the SSE-SDNC.
2) Fairness Table (FT): There exists one FT per Net node that shows how to split the available rate
resources among several applications/services based on their priorities. For example, one can assign rate
per application/service that is a real number in [0, 1] such that these real numbers sum up to 1. One can
also quantify the budget in several levels where the priority (urgency) of an application is quantified by a
level. The SSE-SDNC is responsible for setting the weights/costs associated with the network resources.
Then, AGN module presents this information to AC-RLNC modules at Net nodes.
3) Local-Path Routing Table (LPRT): There exists one LPRT per ReEnc node. An LPRT shows the
matching between the incoming links and outgoing links, and it is constructed and updated by Balancing
modules of a ReEnc node to minimize the bottleneck effect. The ReEnc nodes update their LPRTs based
on dynamism of the network condition where the links quality may change over the time. Traditional Relay
nodes do not need to update their LPRTs, and this provides heterogeneity property of using traditional
nodes along with the nodes that are capable of performing the AC-RLNC solution. The AGN module is
responsible for providing the RT information.
4) Global-Path Routing Table (GPRT): There is one GPRT per Net node of an application service. A
GPRT includes all global paths routing information and rate between a pair of IP address, i.e., source and
destination of an application/service when requested by a Source Net node, or first and last nodes of a
VN when requested by a VN Net node. A GPRT is constructed and updated by Global path identification
module with the assistance of the AGN module.
5) Round Trip Time (RTT) and Link Rates: The SSE-SDNC is responsible for providing updated values
of the RTTs and link rates, which are determined through the probing mechanisms implemented in the
SDN management applications.
Here, we briefly describe information that each AC-RLNC module requires (from the SSE-SDNC,
and/or AGN or other modules) to perform its tasks. More details and algorithmic implementations can be
found in Section VI-D. Fig. 9 illustrates a how different AC-RLNC modules and the controller exchange
information during data transmission. The balancing module is called at a ReEnc node and requires the
link rate for incoming and outgoing links (through the main controller, by probing, or from feedback), and
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Fig. 9: The interaction of AC-RLNC modules and the main controller to realize the AC-RLNC solution
in a heterogeneous MS-MD network. Note that the modules of one type, e.g., balancing modules, are
implemented in different parts of the network, e.g., individual ReEnc Nodes. Here, for sake of presentation,
we group all modules of same type together.
construct/update the LPRT of the node at SSE-SDNC, see Algorithm 3. For the global-path identification
module, the required information depend on where it is called. At a Source Net node, the module requires
RT, FT, and involved VN GPRTs to construct a new GPRT at the main controller. The GPRTs for the
associated VNs (The VNs that carry information from Source to Destination) results in faster identification
of global paths at a Source Net node. In a VN Net node, the module requires RT, FT, and LPRTs of
constituent VN nodes, See Algorithm 4. The budgeting module requires the GPRT (from the global path
identification module) and RTT (from the main controller, feedback, or through a probing mechanism), see
Algorithm 5. The encoding module requires the number of new-transmissions and re-transmissions along
with the sliding window limits from the budgeting module, see Algorithm 6. The re-encoding module
performs re-encoding on the received RLNC packets based on the mixing mechanism (selective mixing,
traditional mixing, or none) and prepares a new set of RLNC packets, see Algorithm 7. The decoding
module performs decoding on received RLNC packets to retrieve the information packets when possible
and also provides feedback.
Algorithm 1 shows how the SSE-SDNC initiates the AC-RLNC solution upon a new service/application
request between a pair of User and Destination by collecting necessary information. Some initialization
steps are performed by the SSE-SDNC (lines 1-15), and some are performed by AC-RLNC modules and
the results are recorded in the SSE-SDNC (lines 16-31). After necessary initialisation steps, Algorithm 2
is called for the data transmission, line 32. Once the data transmission is done, necessary terminating steps
are performed for the finished application/service request, lines 33-52.
The main controller performs the necessary initialisation in three stages. At first stage, the main controller
checks if there already exists a routing table (RT) between User and Destination IP addresses, and if not,
it constructs a new RT. Then, the RT is assigned to the new application/service (lines 1-5). Next, the main
controller identifies the nodes that perform the AC-RLNC solution, i.e., Source Enc and Net nodes, VN
Net nodes, ReEnc nodes, Relay nodes, and Dest Dec node involved in the current service/application using
the RT (line 6). We remind that each application/service request needs one Enc node, one Source Net
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Algorithm 1 Main AC-RLNC for SNOB 5G
Called when a user requests an application/service from the Main-Controller
Input: User and Destination IP addresses, Prioritization level of requested service/application (if supported).
Initialization at the Main-Controller:
1: Stage 1: Routing Table (RT)
2: if no RT for (User, Destination) then
3: Build an RT for (User, Destination).
4: end if
5: Assign the RT to the new application/service.
6: Specify the nodes involved in the new application/service and their roles given the RT.
7: Stage 2: Fairness Table (FT)
8: for each Net node involved with the new application/service do
9: if no FT assigned to the Net node then
10: Construct an FT with the new application/service and assign it to the Net node.
11: else
12: Add the new application/service to the FT.
13: end if
14: Split the rate resources among the remaining applications/services (based on their priorities if supported).
15: end for
16: Stage 3: Provide the relevant information to AC-RLNC modules (see Fig. 9)
17: for each VN Net involved with the new application/service do
18: for each application/service in the FT do
19: Identify the global paths and their rates using Algorithm 4.
20: end for
21: end for
22: for each VN Net involved with the new application/service do
23: for each application/service in the FT do
24: Match the incoming and outgoing links the nodes in the VN using Algorithm 3.
25: end for
26: end for
27: for each Source Net node involved with the new application/service do
28: for each application/service in the FT do
29: Identify the global paths and their rates using Algorithm 4.
30: end for
31: end for
Transmission of the data
32: The data transmission algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
Termination at the Main-Controller:
33: for each Net node involved with the finished application/service do
34: Remove the finished application/service from FT and .
35: Split the rate resources among the remaining applications/services (based on their priorities if supported).
36: end for
37: Remove associated GPRTs and LPRTs from the main controller.
38: for each VN Net involved with the finished application/service do
39: for each application/service in the FT do
40: Identify the global paths and their rates using Algorithm 4.
41: end for
42: end for
43: for each VN Net involved with the finished application/service do
44: for each application/service in the FT do
45: Match the incoming and outgoing links the nodes in the VN using Algorithm 3.
46: end for
47: end for
48: for each Source Net node involved with the finished application/service do
49: for each application/service in the FT do
50: Identify the global paths and their rates using Algorithm 4.
51: end for
52: end for
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node, one or more VNs, and one Dec node. Per VN that carries information for the application/service,
there are one Net node, and a number of Relay nodes and ReEnc nodes.
At second stage, the main controller adds the new application/service to the fairness table (FT) associated
with each Net node that is involved with the new application/service, i.e., Net nodes that are on the routing
paths of the new application/service. For the involved Net nodes that do not already have a FT, one with
the new application/service is constructed. Then, the main controller splits the rate resources among the
applications/services in each FT by updating priorities (lines 7-15). We note that a source can be assigned
to more than one applications/services, and similarly a VN may carry information for more than one
sources (consequently application/services). How to split the available rate resources (global paths) among
the applications/services is determined in Net nodes using the FT. If the application/service prioritization
is not supported in a Net node, the rate resources are split equally among the applications/services in the
FT, including the new service/application. Otherwise, a discrete water-filling optimization can be deployed
to distribute the global paths among the services/applications.
At third stage, the main controller calls the balancing modules and global-Path Identification modules
to construct/update related GPRTs and LPRTs, lines 16-31. At this stage, one GPRT is constructed for
the new application/service per Net node, and the remaining GPRTs associated with the involved Net
nodes are updated accordingly. Similarly, one LPRT is constructed for the new application/service per VN
node, and the remaining LPRTs associated with the involved VN nodes are updated accordingly. The main
controller provides necessary information for the modules. This includes providing related RTs and FTs to
global path identification modules, link rates to balancing modules, and RTTs to budgeting modules. First,
for each involved VN Net node, the global path identification module is called for all applications/services
in the FT (lines 17-21). Next, for each involved VN Net node, the balancing module is called for all
applications/services in the FT (lines 22-26). Then, for each involved Source Net node, the global path
identification module is called for all applications/services in the FT (lines 27-31).
Once the main controller finishes the initialization, Algorithm 2 is called to perform the application/service
data transmission using the AC-RLNC solution (line 32), which will be describe in detail in Section VI-C.
Once the application/service data transmission ends, the main controller performs necessary termination
steps as follows. First, the main controller removes the finished application/service from the fairness table
(FT) associated with each Net node that is involved with the finished application/service. Then, the main
controller splits the rate resources among the the remaining applications/services in each FT by updating
priorities (lines 33-36). Next, the main controller removes the GPRTs (resp., LPRTs) associated with the
involved Net nodes (resp., VN nodes) for the finished application/service (line 37). Finally, the main
controller calls the balancing modules and global-Path Identification modules to update related GPRTs
and LPRTs. First, for each involved VN Net node, the global path identification module is called for
all remaining applications/services in the FT (lines 38-42). Next, for each involved VN Net node, the
balancing module is called for all applications/services in the FT (lines 43-47). Then, for each involved
Source Net node, the global path identification module is called for all applications/services in the FT
(lines 48-52).
C. Cooperation of AR-RLNC modules to perform the complete solution
In this subsection, we precisely describe how the AC-RLNC modules collaborate and also interact with
each other and with SSE-SDNC to perform the error-free data transmission task over a heterogeneous
MS-MD network. Algorithm 2 shows how AC-RLNC modules perform AC-RLNC data transmission for
an application/service altogether in a collaborative and distributed fashion. The operations performed at
each node in the presented network architecture are described in more detail below:
• User: User needs to provide information packets related to the application/service to the source nodes
(Source Enc and Net nodes). If User does not have the same IP address as the source nodes, it uses
traditional methods to encode information packets into IP packets and transmit them to Enc Node
(lines 2-4).
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Algorithm 2 Main AC-RLNC for SNOB 5G - Data Transmission
Algorithm is called by Main AC-RLNC Algorithm
1: while information packets for the application/service to transmit do
User
2: if User and Source nodes (Source Enc and Net nodes) do not the have same IP address then
3: Encode data in traditional IP packets and transmit them to Source Enc node using the RT.
4: end if
Source Enc and Net nodes
5: Stage 1: Specify the global paths of type 1 (for new-transmissions) and the global paths of type 2 (for re-transmissions)
using budgeting module given in Algorithm 5.
6: Stage 2: Prepare NEW-RLNC packets and REP-RLNC packets using encoding module given in Algorithm 6
7: Stage 3: Assign the RLNC packets through appropriate global paths using packet allocation module given in Algorithm 8.
VN Net Node
8: Specify the global paths of type 1 (for new-transmissions) and the global paths of type 2 (for re-transmissions) using
budgeting module given in Algorithm 5.
ReEnc and Relay Nodes
9: for each VN Relay node do
10: Forward coded packets using the RT.
11: end for
12: for each VN ReEnc node do
13: Stage 1: Prepare NEW-RLNC and REP-RLNC packets using re-encoding module given in Algorithm 7.
14: Stage 2: Assign the RLNC packets through appropriate global paths using packet allocation module given in
Algorithm 8.
15: end for
Dec Node
16: Stage 1: Decoding
17: if there are sufficient RLNC packets for decoding then
18: Decode the RLNC packets [50].
19: if Dec node and Destination do not have the same IP address then
20: Embed the decoded data into traditional IP packets and transmit them to Destination using the RT.
21: end if
22: else
23: Update counter as number of RLNC packets received toward decoding the first information packet that is not
decoded yet.
24: end if
25: Stage 2: Acknowledgment feedback
26: if accumulative feedback is supported then
27: Send back the index of the first information packet that is not decoded yet and its associated counter.
28: else
29: Send back ACKs for the received RLNC packets.
30: end if
There are changes in the network
31: if link rates change then
32: for each involved VN influenced by the link rate changes do
33: Match the incoming and outgoing links of each node in the VN using Algorithm 3
34: Identify the global paths and their rates for applications/services in the FT using Algorithm 4.
35: end for
36: for each involved Source Net node do
37: Identify the global paths and their rates for applications/services in the FT using Algorithm 4.
38: end for
39: end if
40: if a node leaves or a joins the network then
41: Call Main-Controller to update the RT.
42: For services with updated RTs and FTs use the initialization steps given in Algorithm 1.
43: end if
44: end while
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• Source Enc and Net nodes: Source nodes do their roles in the AC-RLNC solution in three stages:
At stage 1 (line 5), the budgeting module for the current application/service is called to distribute
the global paths between new-transmissions (type 1) and re-transmissions (type 2). The budgeting
module performs a bit-filling optimization, using Algorithm 5, to perform this optimization. At stage
2 (line 6), the encoding module prepares the RLNC packet (a collection of re-transmissions and new
transmissions). At stage 3 (line 7), the packet allocation module embeds each RLNC packet into an
IP packet and assigns it to an appropriate global path (its corresponding IP address).
• VN Net node: Each VN Net node calls the budgeting module for the current application/service
to distribute the global paths in the VN between new-transmissions (type 1) and re-transmissions
(type 2), line 8.
• ReEnc and Relay nodes: For each VN Relay node, the incoming RLNC packets are forwarded on
appropriate global paths using the RT (lines 9-11). VN ReEnc nodes do their roles in the AC-RLNC
solution in two stages (lines 12-15): At stage 1, the re-encoding module is called to prepare NEW-
RLNC packets and REP-RLNC packets. More detail on re-encoding module is given in Algorithm 7.
At second stage, the packet allocation module embeds each RLNC packet into an IP packet and
assigns it to an appropriate global path.
• Dec node: Dec node performs its tasks in two stages: decoding and transmission of feedback. At
stage 1, lines 16-24, the decoding module is called that checks if sufficient number of RLNC packets
are received to a recover an information packet. If true, the related RLNC packets are decoded, e.g.,
using Gaussian elimination method. Dec node needs to provide the retrieved information packet(s) to
Destination. If IP addresses of Dec node and Destination are not the same, the information packets
are encoded into IP packets and transmitted via traditional methods to Destination. When the RLNC
packets received so far are not sufficient to recover new information packets, the Dec at this stage just
records the number of received AC-RLNC packets that can help toward decoding first information
packet that is not decoded yet (this index is denoted by wmin, and the recorded number is denoted
by Dof. At Stage 2, lines 25-30, Dec node prepares and send the feedback messages. If cumulative
feedback feature is supported, wmin and Dof are transmitted as feedback that convey the information
about all packets that are decoded in-order at Destination and also the number of received RLNC
packets toward decoding the first information packet that has not yet been decoded at Destination. In
case the cumulative feedback feature is not supported, Dec Node sends an ACKs for all received
RLNC packets.
At each time step, the SSE-SDNC checks if there are important changes in the network that affects
the current application/service, e.g., changes in link rates, network nodes, etc, and performs necessary
updates (lines 31-44). If link rates have notable changes, the following tasks are performed: the incoming
and outgoing links of each node in the involved VNs are matched again using Algorithm 3. Then, the
global paths and their rates for the involved Net nodes are identified again using Algorithm 4. For tracking
link rate changes, a threshold function can be defined such that if the temporal link rate surpasses the
threshold, the change is considered notable. For example, the threshold parameter can be set to 1.5 times
the standard deviation of the link rate, and the temporal rate can be calculated during a specific period
such as 3RTT time step. There is also a possibility that the architecture of the network changes during
data transmission, i.e., an influential node joins or leaves the network. Then, the main controller needs to
update the RT and perform the subsequent initialization using Algorithm 1.
D. Implementation of AC-RLNC Modules
In this subsection, we provide algorithm for each AC-RLNC module. Then, we present in which network
layer of the Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI model) each module needs to be implemented
based on the information the module needs and the nature of its algorithm. Fig. 10 shows the proposed
network OSI stack layer implementation for the AC-RLNC solution.
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Fig. 10: Implementation of AC-RLNC modules.
1) Balancing Module Implementation: We remind that the role of balancing module is matching the
incoming links and outgoing links of ReEnc nodes in a VN to improve the transmission throughput.
The balancing module does this task by matching the incoming and outgoing links such that the link
rate variations and correspondingly the bottleneck effect is minimized over VN global paths. For this
purpose, a so called natural matching is defined in [33, Theoem 3] and briefly reviewed here: Consider the
links between any two nodes in a VN are sorted and indexed in rate-decreasing order. Natural matching
is matching the p’th incoming link with p’th outgoing link (p ∈ {1, . . . , P} and P is the number of
global-paths). It is shown in [33] that the natural matching is the optimal matching in terms of the resultant
VN transmission throughput.
In the balancing procedure introduced in [33], it was assumed all hops (intermediate nodes) are capable
of performing the balancing. However, in this paper, we consider a more general case where there can exist
one or more Relay nodes, not capable of running the balancing module, between two consecutive ReEnc
nodes in a VN. This extension which provides the heterogeneity property in the presented architecture
necessities new considerations in the balancing module. We also assume the first node and the last node in
each VN are ReEnc nodes. In matching the incoming links and outgoing links at a ReEnc node, the rate
of each incoming and outgoing links are replaced with so called associated rate. The associated rate of an
incoming link (resp., outgoing link) is summation of link rates on the global path that the link belongs to,
starting from the previous ReEnc node (resp., ending to the next ReEnc node). In this way, the balancing
module takes into account that the Relay nodes are not capable of performing link matching and makes
more informed decisions.
Fig. 11 show an example of matching between input and output links in three different scenarios. The
capacity between any two consecutive nodes is 2.6 in this example (summation of link rates between
the two nodes). Each color represents one global path, and the rate of each global path is determined by
the rate of the constituent link with lowest rate (marked in case the constituent links do not have a fixed
rate and there is a bottleneck). The throughput then is summation of the rate of global paths. In scenario
(A), a naive choice of global paths is considered because all intermediate nodes are Relay nodes and are
not capable of optimal matching. The throughput in this scenario is 1.6. In scenario (B), a semi-optimal
choice of global paths is considered. Here, one intermediate node is ReEnc node and capable of natural
ordering of its incoming links. However, the second intermediate node is Relay node and is not capable
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Fig. 11: Matching between input and output links in a VN. (A) shows the matching between input and
output links for a naive choice of global paths. (B) shows the matching between input and output links
when there is one intermediate node that is just Relay. (C) shows the matching between input and output
links when all nodes are ReEnc nodes.
of natural ordering. Thus, the last ReEnc node performs the natural ordering of its incoming links using
their associated rates to take into account that the previous Relay node only does a native matching. The
throughput in this scenario is 2.0. In scenario (C), an optimal choice of global paths is considered. Here,
all nodes are ReEnc nodes and capable of natural ordering of their incoming links. The throughput in this
scenario is 2.4.
The balancing procedure can be implemented in a distributed fashion such that each ReEnc node in a
VN performs the natural ordering of its incoming links based on their associated rates and sends the results
to the next ReEnc node. To attain the associated rates for the incoming links, each ReEnc node requires
the routing information and incoming/outgoing link rates of the relay nodes that appear between the
previous ReEnc node and itself. When the natural ordering of incoming links are performed consecutively
at each ReEnc node, in order they appear in the VN, and the results are sent to the next ReEnc node,
each ReEnc is able to update the LPRT for the previous ReEnc node. If the Relay nodes do not supply
feedback information to the next ReEnc node to estimate the associated link rates, the main controller
needs to provide this information to the ReEnc nodes. In the initialization process in the Main controller,
the balancing module at each ReEnc node in a VN requests the RT of previous Relay nodes (up to previous
ReEnc node). In case of changes in the RT of the Relay node, the main controller inform the first ReEnc
node after the Relay node about the change.
As algorithm 3 presents, the balancing module for a VN receives from the controller the incoming and
outgoing associated rates for the current application/service. Then, for each ReEnc node, in order they
appear in the VN (see Fig. 6), it finds the optimal matching and updates its LPRT accordingly. Because of
the algorithmic nature of the balancing module, it is better to be implemented in application layer of each
VN Re-Enc node.
Algorithm 3 Balancing module [33]
Input: Input and output links’ associated rates for each ReEnc node in a VN.
1: for each ReEnc node in order they appear in the VN do
2: Match the incoming and outgoing links to the node using the natural matching.
3: Send the matched order of the output links to the next ReEnc node in the VN.
4: end for
Output: Update LPRT
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2) Global-Path Identification Module Implementation: We remind that the role of global path identifica-
tion module is to find all global paths along with their rates between two parts of the network architecture
for an application/service. If the global path identification module is called by a Source Net node, the two
parts are Source Enc and Dest Dec nodes. If the global path identification module is called by a VN Net
node, the two parts are the first and last nodes in the VN.
Algorithm 4 is given for the global path identification module. The module called by a Source Net
node uses the GPRTs associated with the involved VN Net nodes for a faster global path identification
from Source to Destination. For a VN, a naive choice of global paths is attained by arbitrarily matching
the input and output links of the constituent nodes. A naive choice of global-paths is used when a new
application/service uses the VN. An optimal choice of global-paths is used for an existing application/service
as LPRTs already exist for the ReEnc nodes. Then, the rate for each global path ( rGp for p-’th global path,
p ∈ {1, . . . , P} and P is the number of global paths) is computed and recorded in the GPRT. Global-path
identification module is implemented in application layer of each Net node.
Algorithm 4 Global path identification module
Input: RTs, FTs, GPRTs, LPRTs.
1: if Called by a Source Net Node then
2: Create GPRT using GPRTs of associated VN Net nodes for the current application/service.
3: else
4: if New service/application then
5: Create GPRT with naive choice of global paths.
6: else
7: Update GPRT with the updates LPRTs.
8: end if
9: end if
10: Calculate the rate for each global path in GPRT.
Output: Send rate of all global paths to the budgeting module as input.
3) Budgeting Module Implementation: This module is used in two types of nodes in the solution
proposed, Source Net nodes and VN Net nodes. First, we will show the role of budgeting module at the
Source Net nodes, and then we will explain the differences in the implementation of this module at the
VN Net nodes. The role of budgeting module is to determine, at each time slot t, which global paths are
of type 1, i.e., their number denoted by Nnew, and which are of type 2, their number denoted by Nret. At
the Source Net nodes, it also keeps track of the effective window limits at each time step, i.e., wmin and
w, requests the encoding module to prepare Nnew NEW-RLNC packets and Nret REP-RLNC packets at
each time steps, and updates window limits accordingly. We note that the feedback is received from Dec
node (resp., last ReEnc node) for the current application/service in the network (resp., the VN), and thus
the budgeting module is aware of the received RLNC packets at the designated node after some delay.
We now review some necessary notations. The RLNC packet that is sent at time slot t over the p’th
global path is denoted by c(t, p), which is either a re-transmission or a new-transmission. The parameter
wmin and w are the beginning and the length (in terms of the number of packets) of the effective window of
the information packets. The parameter rGp denotes the rate of p’th global path and is updated during data
transmission. The parameters mdg and adg are the number of missing degrees of freedom and added degrees
of freedom for decoding the information packets in the current effective window. The re-transmission
criterion is defined as ∆ > 0, which will be described more in sequel. The parameter o is referred to
maximum effective window size, i.e., w ≤ o. The parameter mGp denotes the number of FECs that are
transmitted over p’th global path, per generation of k raw information packets (A reasonable choice is
k = RTT − 1). The FEC packets are in fact a subset of re-transmissions that compensate in advance for
the erasures that occur over a lossy channel regardless of the feedback3. For p’th global path and after
transmitting first k new-transmissions, re-transmissions are sent in next mGp time slots, as FECs. The
3For example, when p’th global path can be modeled as a BEC with parameter p, mGp can be set to dpke.
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remaining re-transmission packets that are not FEC and are sent in response to the received feedbacks are
called FB-FECs.
At source Net nodes and at each time slot t, the budgeting module is run. First, it checks if feedback is
available from Dec node. If no feedback is available yet (occurs in first k time steps or in case of feedback
reception failure), all global paths are considered for new-transmissions (have type 1) as long as the end of
generation of new packets (EW event) is not reached. If EW occurs and no feedback is received, all global
paths are considered for re-transmissions (have type 2), lines 1-7. If feedback is available, the module
makes necessary updates, lines 6-12. Based on the erasure patterns, the rate of each global path, i.e.,
rGp , is updated. Next, wmin is incremented by the number of new information packets that the decoding
module has managed to decode in order at time slot t−RTT , and w using the updated wmin is updates as
w = wmax−wmin. Then, the number of missing degrees of freedom mdg and the number of added degrees
of freedom adg are updated4. We remind that the parameters mdg is the number of new-transmissions that
are erased, and adg is the number of re-transmissions that are received at Dec node, for decoding the
information packets in the current effective window. The budgeting module balances the new-transmissions
and re-transmissions to hold mdg < adg . The parameter ∆ is used to provide a desired trade-off between the
throughput and delay. For a desired trade-off between throughput and in-order delivery delay, a tune-able
margin th is considered, and the re-transmission criterion is defined as ∆ = P.(mdg/adg − 1− th) > 0.
After necessary updates based on the received feedback, the budgeting module checks whether the
maximum effective window size is reached. If true, all global paths are used for re-transmissions, lines 13-15.
Otherwise, the budgeting modules effectively identifies the global paths that will carry new-transmissions
and global paths that carry re-transmission. The parameter mGp shows the number of FECs that is due
for the p’th global path as mentioned before. For FEC re-transmissions (lines 17-21), each global path p
with mGp > 0 is selected for re-transmission, and Nret and mGp are adjusted accordingly. For remaining
global paths, the module identifies the global paths for FB-FEC re-transmissions, and selects the rest for
new-transmissions. How the budgeting module does this split is based on a bit-filling optimization that
maximizes the throughput of new information packets while minimizing the in-order delivery delay by
providing sufficient re-transmissions. This optimization problem was introduced in [33], and we revisit
it here in Proposition 1. In fact, if ∆ > 0, FB-FEC re-transmissions are needed and the appropriate
global paths (of type 2) are selected according to the Proposition 1, and Nret is adjusted accordingly,
lines 13-27. Then, the remaining paths (if any) are considered for new-transmissions in case there are still
new information packets to be added to the effective window, and Nnew is adjusted, lines 28-33. When the
end of generation of new packets is reached (EW event), the initialization for FEC re-transmissions are
performed for all global paths, and also the unassigned global paths at the current time step are selected
for FEC re-transmissions and Nnew and their mGps are adjusted accordingly, lines 34-41. Finally, the
budgeting module requests Nnew NEW-RLNC packets and Nret REP-RLNC packets from the encoding
module, updates w based on the new-transmissions occurred in the current time step, and sends the RLNC
packets along with the global paths’ types to the packet allocation module, lines 45-46. Algorithm 5
describes all the aforementioned steps.
For the bit-filling optimization solution as given in [33], we define the set of available global paths
between the source to the destination as P , and the index of a possible sub-set as ξ ∈ {1, . . . , 2P}. We
denote the global paths with indices in ξ as Pξ, and Pcξ = P \ Pξ.
Proposition 1 (Bit-Filling [33]). Given the estimated rates of available global paths between the source
and the destination, rGp and p ∈ {1, . . . , P}, the source intends to maximize the throughput of the new
packets of information. The set of paths Pξˆ on which new packets are sent, i.e., have type 1, is obtained as
ξˆ = arg max
ξ
∑
i∈Pξ
rGi , s.t.
∑
j∈Pcξ
rGj ≥ ∆ (1)
4For an example of how to update the parameters mdg and adg , refer to [33]
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where the optimization problem minimizes the in-order delivery delay, by providing over the type 2 global
paths a sufficient number of DoF’s for decoding.
Now we elaborate on the role of the budgeting module at the VN Net nodes. The topology in each
VN can be different from the general topology of the network. Namely, the number of global paths at
the VNs can differ from the available global paths from source to destination. To increase the efficiency
in the VNs, in terms of throughput-delay tread-off, this module determines at each time step t, out of
the P global paths at the specific VN, which are of type 1 and which are of type 2. However, unlike
the implementation of this module at the Source node, it is not required to manage the window size, as
new raw information packets are not available at VN Net nodes. A new bit-filling optimization is given
in Proposition 2 to determinate types of the global paths at VNs, and then this information is provided
to the ReEnc node (see Section VI-D5) to utilize the different types of packets at the incoming links to
re-encode and allocate them according to the determination of the budgeting module. In case there is
no incoming NEW-RLNC packets but the bit-filling optimization results in Nnew > 0, the module sets
Nret = P . Note that the budgeting module is used only when the selective mixing is supported in the VN.
We denote the set of available incoming paths to and constituent paths of the VN Net as P(s), where s
distinguishes between incoming paths and outgoing paths respectively, i.e., s ∈ {In,Out}. We denote the
index of a possible sub-set as ξ(s) ∈ {1, . . . , 2P (s)}, and the paths with indices in ξ(s) as Pξ(s). Again,
Pcξ (s) = P (s) \ Pξ(s). Here, {p|p ∈ Pcξˆ (In)} represents the incoming global paths to the VN that have
type 2 (carry re-transmissions).
Proposition 2 (VN Net Bit-Filling). Given the estimated rates of the incoming global paths to the
VN, i.e., {rGp(In)|p ∈ {incoming global path}}, and the estimated rates of the VN global paths, i.e.,
{rGp(Out)|p ∈ {VN global path}}, the budgeting module intends to maximize the throughput of the
NEW-RLNC packets in the VN. The set of paths Pξˆ(Out) on which NEW-RLNC packets are sent, i.e., have
type 1, is obtained as
ξˆ(out) = arg max
ξ(Out)
∑
i∈Pξ(Out)
rGi(Out), s.t.
∑
j∈Pcξ (Out)
rGj(Out) ≥
∑
l∈Pc
ξˆ
(In)
rGl(In) (2)
where the optimization problem minimizes the in-order delivery delay, by providing over the type 2 global
paths a sufficient number of DoF’s at the VN.
The new bit-filling optimization in Proposition 2 provides the opportunity to handle the heterogeneity
inside a VN network, e.g., having a variant number of paths between two consecutive intermediate nodes.
In this case, a Net node needs to be associated with each ReEnc node (not just the first one as depicted in
Fig 7) to perform the budgeting module (distribution of new-transmissions and re-transmissions along the
outgoing links using the optimization described in Proposition 2) such that both throughput maximization
and delivery delay minimization targets are satisfied.
4) Encoding Module Implementation: The role of encoding module is preparing the RLNC packets,
Algorithm 6. The module first retrieves the application/service information packets from the received IP
packets in case User and Source nodes do not have the same IP addresses (lines 1-3). An RLNC packet at
time step t is formed by random linear combination of the application/service information packets in a
properly defined sliding window. If for an RLNC packet wmax(t) = wmax(t− 1), it is a re-transmission
and denoted by REP-RLNC. Otherwise (wmax(t) > wmax(t− 1)), it is called a new-transmission and is
denoted by NEW-RLNC. At time step t, the encoding module prepares Nret Re-RLNC packets (lines 4-8)
and Nnew New-RLNC packets (lines 9-14) and send all packets to the packet allocation module as input.
We note that Nnew + Nret = P is number of global paths where Nnew is the number of global paths of
type 1 and Nret is the number of global paths of type 2). Encoding module is implemented in application
layer of each Source Enc node.
5) Re-Encoding Module Implementation: The role of re-encoding module is preparing new set of RLNC
packets at ReEnc nodes, and is described in Algorithm 7. If selective mixing is supported, the incoming
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Algorithm 5 Budgeting module at Source Net nodes [33]
Input: Feedback acknowledgment, rGp , rates and unencoded RLNC data.
Init: Nnew = 0 and Nret = 0
1:
2: if no feedback available then
3: if EW then
4: Nret = P and Nnew = 0
5: else
6: Nret = 0 and Nnew = P
7: end if
8: else
9: Update rGp for each path
10: Update wmin and w
11: Update mdg and adg
12: Update ∆
13: Size limit re-transmissions:
14: if w > o¯ then
15: Nret = P , Nnew = 0
16: else
17: FEC re-transmissions:
18: for each global-path p with mGp > 0 do
19: Nret = Nret + 1
20: mGp = mGp − 1
21: end for
22: if P −Nret > 0 then
23: FB-FEC re-transmissions:
24: if ∆ > 0 then
25: Determine FB-FEC paths (Proposition 1)
26: Nret = Nret +
∑
FB-FEC paths
27: end if
28: new-transmissions:
29: for all remaining P −Nret −Nnew paths do
30: if not EW then
31: Nnew = Nnew + 1
32: end if
33: end for
34: FEC re-transmissions (initialization):
35: if EW then
36: Set mGp := dGp(RTT − 1)c
37: for all remaining P −Nret −Nnew paths do
38: Nret = Nret + 1
39: mGp = mGp − 1
40: end for
41: end if
42: end if
43: end if
44: end if
45: Request from Enc module Nnew NEW-RLNC and Nret REP-RLNC packets with wmin and w
46: w = w +Nnew
Output: Send the RLNC packets to the Packet Allocation module
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Algorithm 6 Encoding module [33]
Input: Nnew and Nret, wmin(t) and w(t)
1: if User and Source nodes (Source Enc and Net nodes) do not have same IP address then
2: Decode the IP packets received from the User.
3: end if
4: for k ← 1 to Nret do
5: Draw w(t) random coefficients for encoding process, {µ1, . . . , µw(t)}. [50].
6: Pick information packets {pi|i ∈ {wmin(t), . . . , wmin(t) + w(t)}}.
7: Prepare re-transmissions: c(t, k) =
∑wmin(t)+w(t)
i=wmin(t)
µipi
8: end for
9: for k ← 1 to Nnew do
10: wk = w(t) + k
11: Draw wk random coefficients for encoding, {µ1, . . . , µwk}.
12: Pick information packets {pi|i ∈ {wmin(t), . . . , wmin(t) + wk}}.
13: Prepare new-transmissions: c(t, k +Nret) =
∑wmin(t)+wk
i=wmin(t)
µipi
14: end for
Output: Nnew +Nret RLNC packets.
NEW-RLNC packets received at the current time step are mixed together (via re-encoding using a new
set of random coefficients), line 3, and the incoming REP-RLNC packets received at current time step
and previous time steps (though buffers) are mixed together, line 4. If traditional mixing is supported, the
incoming RLNC packets received at current time step and previous time steps (though buffers) are all
mixed together, line 6. If no mixing is supported, received RLNC packet from each incoming link is mixed
with RLNC packets received from the same link at previous time steps, line 8. Re-encoding module is
implemented in application layer of each VN Re-Enc node. If the NEW-RLNC packets (resp., REP-RLNC
packets) packets received at a ReEnc node are fewer than the number of global paths of type 1 (resp.,
global paths of type 2), by re-encoding over the received NEW-RLNC packets (resp., REP-RLNC packets)
the missing packets are compensated.
Algorithm 7 Re-encoding module [33]
Input: Received RLNC packets (NEW-RLNC packets and REP-RLNC packets).
1: Draw random coefficients for re-encoding process.
2: if Selective-mixing is supported then
3: Re-encode received packets at time slot t from global paths of type 1 (with new random coefficients).
4: Re-encode received packets at time slots ≤ t from global paths of type 2.
5: else if Traditional mixing is supported then
6: Re-encode received packets at time slots ≤ t from all global paths.
7: else
8: Re-encode independently received packets at time slots ≤ t from each global paths.
9: end if
Output: Re-encoded RLNC packets
6) Packet Allocation Module Implementation: The role of this module is embedding the given RLNC
packets into IP packets. If an IP packet includes a NEW-RLNC packet, the module sends it through a
global path of type 1 (lines 2-5); otherwise, if it includes a REP-RLNC packet, the module sends it through
a global path of type 2 (lines 6-9). Packet Allocation module is implemented in network layer of Source
Net nodes and VN Re-Enc nodes.
We propose standard formats for the TCP packets and the IP packets that support the AC-RLNC solution,
see Fig. 12. The information packets for the AC-RLNC solution are in fact the TCP packets5 [25]–[27].
Since the AC-RLNC decoding module is performed in Application layer, the source and destination TCP
5When the TCP header and the TCP paylod are not separated and are considered one information packet, the setup will be more robust
against network imperfections.
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Algorithm 8 Packet Allocation module
Input: P RLNC packets, GPRT, wmin(t), w(t) and ~µ.
1: for each RLNC packets do
2: if NEW-RLNC packet then
3: REP = 0.
4: Encode the RLNC packet in IP packet using the network information showed in Fig. 12.
5: Allocate the IP packet to global path of type 1
6: else
7: REP = 1.
8: Encode the RLNC packet in IP packet using the network information showed in Fig. 12.
9: Allocate the IP packet to global path of type 2
10: end if
11: end for
Output: Transmit P IP packets through appropriate global paths
DataTCP header
(a)
RLNC packet#»µwwminREP
Source
TCP port
Destination
TCP port
Source
IP
Destination
IP
(b)
Fig. 12: Proposed (a) TCP packet structure, (b) IP packet structure.
ports along with their IP addresses are included in the IP packet. There is also a flag in the IP packet (REP
flag) that shows if embeded RLNC packet is re-transmission (REP=1) or new-transmission (REP=0). The
index (wmin) of first information packet and the number information packets (w) that is used for preparing
the RLNC packet are included in the IP packet for re-encoding and decoding purposes. Lastly, the vector
of w random coefficients is also embedded. We note that embedding the random coefficients in the IP
packet is not necessary, and alternatively, one can embed the random seed that is used for generating the
random coefficients [51], [52].
It is possible to have more than one RLNC packets in the payload of an IP packet as suggested in [25],
[53]. The benefit of incorporating more than one coded packets in an IP packet is two-fold: First, RLNC
coded packets with variable lengths can be suppurated, as they will be concatenated in one IP packet with
a standard length. Second, having a short RLNC code length does not impede the network performance as
multiple short RLNC coded packets form an IP packet with a standard length. Having multiple RLNC
coded packet in one IP packet might need extra consideration in AC-RLNC modules.
VII. VISIONS AND ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
Today’s technological world demands effective distributed computation and storage to handle large
volume of data with growing computational needs, security requirements, and delay sensitivities. The
proposed scheme in this paper that brings network coding into SDN and provides an ultra reliable
communication solution for heterogeneous networks, also opens a door for invaluable technologies and
features that are beyond just reliable communications. Examples are but not limited to: security feature
in controller and in data transmission, mmWave use case, and distributed computation and storage. The
envisioning features and technologies are described briefly in this section.
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A. Securing SDN controllers
Current SDN security challenges [54], [55] include proper authentication, access control, and data privacy
and integrity among the orchestration components of SDN. In addition, (Distributed) Denial of Service
attacks can be performed if centralized approaches for deploying SDN controllers are followed, for example
due to limitations on management of flow tables that can be filled up by malicious/erroneous applications.
Protection for other attacks like Man in the Middle (MITM) or replay attacks require enhancements in
protocols like OpenFlow (to avoid changes in the fields’ of control messages).
The SSE-SDNC herein proposed, tackles these security vulnerabilities by employing replication of
controllers to avoid single point of failure (SPOF) and implements authentication, encryption and access
control mechanisms to establish trust between the diverse components (e.g. SDN management applications,
SDN controllers and network devices). For that, SSE-SDNC will perform replication of controllers with
dynamic load distribution among controllers according to traffic conditions and load in the network,
therefore addressing the SPOF issue. Authentication, access control and data privacy and integrity is
achieved by integration with the Software-Defined Perimeter (SDP) security approach [54], that employs
TLS mechanisms to enable mutual authentication and encryption of communications between clients (e.g.
applications, network devices) and servers (e.g. controllers). In addition, SDP features an SDP control
that is responsible by determining which devices/applications can connect to a given component (e.g.
SDN controller), thus managing access control between clients and servers. The SSE-SDNC can be
instrumented to interoperate with a SDP controller to only communicate with authenticated and trustworthy
devices/applications.
So far in this subsection, the security aspects for the proposed controller are elaborated. It is essential
to note that the utilization of network coding with post-quantum cryptosystems, as given in [56] for
data transmission, results in a very efficient and promising security safeguards for the heterogeneous
communications suggested herein. Combining AC-RLNC codes with a hybrid network coding cryptosystem
presented in [56] enables a strong post-quantum security level with high communication rates. Surprising,
this security level can be guarantee across all the links in the MS-MD network by encrypting a single link
with computational cryptography.
B. mmWave mesh paths in AC-RLNC and SDN
The MP-MH AC-RLNC approach requires the knowledge of the throughput and delay of the several
links and global paths, so that global paths of type 1 and type 2 can be determined. In a radio-based
communication, the throughput and delay may depend on several different parameters beyond the link
capacity and the data rate, since wireless links are very prone to interference and distance. The uncertainty
on these global paths’ parameters is increased if we consider the characteristics of mmWave, such as
sensitivity to high co-channel interference, the lack of line of sight and the low propagation and penetration
of the signal in outdoor environments. In these networks, links may suddenly disappear or their throughput
may suddenly change. Therefore, the sudden and dynamic change in the throughput and delay will require
a close interaction with the SDN controller, and determine not only new global paths, but also incorporating
link stability in the choice of these paths.
To achieve the resiliency and agility needed at the mmWave backhaul, our approach is to collect
additional metrics about the mmWave mesh network and link properties (i.e., packet loss, delay, RSSI,
LQI, antenna direction [57]), in order to ensure faster recovery (in the presence of link failure), and
optimized service selection. This information will be available to the SDN controller, and will be used to
compute the link rates, in order to control the traffic flows inside the mesh network, optimizing the entire
transport capacity of the mesh network between application services. With the metrics collected about the
mmWave link state, the controller will be able not only to react to link failures, but also to predict before
a link failure occurs, reconfiguring all the flows and forwarding tables according with the needs of the
application services.
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mmWave technology, on the other side, provides a great diversity on the establishment of different
paths, achieving a multitude of end-to-end paths, and bringing multipath diversity to the network that
is ready to be explored by the application of MP-MH AC-RLNC techniques. The configuration of the
mmWave mesh can therefore be self-organizedly performed to accommodate the users and services needs
over time, and optimize the overall network conditions, being it higher throughput on the links or optimal
balancing to improve delay and service performance metrics.
C. Distributed storage and computation
Caching and distributed storage using network coding are demonstrated to be very effective in exploiting
all available network resources and reducing the peak traffic overload of central units [58], [59]. Combining
the caching and storage techniques, deployed in practice in today’s modern networks, with the proposed
adaptive and causal code proposed in this article, can satisfy the requirements of new applications that
require ultra-reliable low-latency communications. As another enabling technology, we propose combining
the idea of efficient distributed computation, and the adaptive and casual networking coding which results
in ultra-reliable and low-delay distributed computations over a network of interconnected computational
nodes.
A centralized computation scheme requires all data to be transmitted to a central unit for computation.
However, with the enormous rate of data growth, the size of computational problems becomes larger and
larger which results in huge communication and storage costs. Thus, the central computation scheme does
not seem practical for large computational problems, e.g., multiplication of two large matrices, training
a deep neural network, etc, and has led itself the viable and novel idea of distributed computation. In
a distributed computation scheme, computations are performed at different nodes in the network which
results in avoiding massive central computation, central storage, and unnecessary transmission of big
chunks of data through a large parts of the network. In fact, computations at intermediate nodes can
significantly reduce the communication and storage resource usage, and also reduce the process time per
computational node. Distributed Computation has recently attracted significant attention. Recent interesting
examples are, but not limited to, coded matrix multiplication [60], [61], where the multiplication of two
large matrices are split to several small matrix multiplication tasks over computational nodes of a simple
network topology; and [62] where a comprehensive information theoretical analysis is performed for
achievable rates for distributed computation using network coding over a network with multiple sources
and multiple destinations.
As an interesting envisioning technology, we propose combining the idea of distributed computation
and the adaptive and casual networking coding which results in ultra-reliable and low-delay distributed
computations over a network of interconnected computational nodes with unreliable communication links.
The new MS-MD highly-meshed network architecture presented in this article provides the opportunity
of performing sequence of computational jobs defined in-order at source nodes to be distributed among
intermediate computational nodes. Then, each receiver aggregates enough chunks of computational results
to identify the final computational results of the desired jobs in order. By borrowing introduced tools
and ideas, e.g., local and global feedback, adaptation to the network changing dynamics, considering
throughput-delay trade-off, etc, one can propose an effective adaptive and casual network coded computation
over practical MS-MD networks.
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